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Dear Editor,
It has been reported that chronic diseases, are the main

cause of death all over the world. The world health orga-
nization has reported that more than half of the patients
with chronic diseases, reside in low and middle income
countries (1). In this regard, suitable preventive programs
such as early detection can improve the patient’s criti-
cal condition (1-3). Nowadays, diagnostic and preventive
methods use modern technologies to perform the avail-
able approaches for all patients. Such developments im-
prove the quality of life and health of the subjects with
chronic diseases. Therefore, new methods that are able
to detect chronic diseases and their related-complications
are of great interest (4, 5). In this regard, diagnosis can
be made on the basis of oral signs and symptoms (6). It
is important to develop new and non-invasive methods for
early detection of the disease that are able to improve the
general health of patients with chronic disease and even
protect them from dangerous complications. In the recent
years, important advances have been made in the develop-
ment of non-invasive diagnostic methods. We should all
be aware that there has been an increased effort to intro-
duce easy and accurate diagnostic approaches to help pa-
tients with chronic diseases. The basis of such techniques
is the optimal use of available clinical samples when fac-
ing a patient with chronic conditions and related compli-
cations (6).

This is regarding the research article titled “Immuno-
cytochemical study of p53 protein in exfoliated cells of oral
mucosa in patients with type 2 diabetes” by Heidari et al.,
2015 Jan, vol-2(1): e24881 (6) in Gene, Cell and Tissue. The
authors have skillfully investigated a non-invasive method
for detection of precancerous changes using oral exfoli-
ated cell smears. The authors provide a case-control study

for analysis of the immunocytochemistry of p53 in exfo-
liated oral mucosal cells in patients with type 2 diabetes.
They found a significant increase in p53 expression in exfo-
liated cells of the oral mucosa in patients compared with
controls. In addition, the results showed a significant cor-
relation between the intensity of p53 expression and the
level of fasting blood sugar as well as between the percent-
age of p53 positive cells and fasting blood sugar.

According to these results they concluded that there
was a significant overexpression of p53 in oral mucosal ex-
foliated cells of diabetic patients compared with the con-
trol group. They proposed that this noninvasive technique
could be useful to detect premalignancy changes of oral
mucosa, as well as, for early detection of malignancies.

Noninvasive simply means the body is not invaded
during surgical investigations. For several decades, ex-
ploratory surgery was routinely performed to determine
the source of illness. However nowadays, it is necessary to
diagnose without having to perform exploratory surgery.
Detection of oral lesions by exfoliated cells of the oral mu-
cosa in patients with chronic diseases, as an example of
non-invasive methods, is the best approach in that it does
not involve incisions. This non-invasive detective method
will become the most common method of early detection
of many chronic diseases and related-triats in the future.
The use of cell smears such as exfoliated cells of the oral
mucosa is related to a technique that does not involve
puncturing the skin, large incision in the body or enter-
ing a body cavity. Incisions can leave large wounds that are
painful and take a long time to heal. The methods that use
cell smears refer to detective techniques that eliminate in-
cisions needed and so reduce wound healing time, associ-
ated pain and risk of infection (7-9).

Exfoliated cells of the oral mucosa are easily accessible
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and can be the raw material for detection methods such
as immunocytochemistry (ICC). Immunocytochemistry is
used for tracking an antigen in cells via an antibody (10).
The role of immunocytochemical staining in detection of
various tumors and progression of the disease has been
understood and some studies indicated that immunocyto-
chemical techniques are reliable methods for evaluation
of cancer progression (11, 12). In addition, the use of cell
smears can improve the development and use of genomics
and biotechnology for public health. Genomic science is
largely laboratory-based and revolves around molecular
studies. It has the potential to help combat infectious and
chronic diseases of poverty, from genome mapping to ge-
netic engineering, and is continuing to expand with ad-
vances in scientific research. Genetic evidences are likely to
lead to the production of new diagnostics as well as treat-
ments with which to combat disease. They can also help
improve the understanding of disease pathology and so
may help limit the effects of chronic and infectious dis-
eases. In this regard it can be noted that easy access to
the samples is very important. The method of the above-
mentioned study is not invasive and painful for patients
and its implementation in disease severity can be easy and
convenient. If the performance of immunocytochemistry
and genetic researches on exfoliated cells of the oral mu-
cosa obtains necessary technical improvements, we can
detect cellular changes without any complex and difficult
surgeries. Furthermore, altering the expression of some
genes can be easily observed. A lot of useful information
can be obtained with this technique.

Therefore, with regards to chronic diseases and
related-oral lesions, the use of ICC, DNA extraction and ex-
foliated cells of the oral mucosa in diagnosis and research
is a very impressive and remarkable approach. In addition,
the search strategy used by Heidari et al. was reported in
detail, therefore the search strategy did allow replication.
In conclusion, early detection of diseases with ICC and
genetic studies on convenient sampling such as exfoliated
cells of the oral mucosa may provide unique information
to predict disease progression at early stages and be used

to choose an appropriate treatment approach.
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